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Hebrew Scripture:   Deuteronomy 5:1, 16  
 
Moses convened all Israel and said to them: “Hear, O Israel, the statutes and ordinances that I am 
addressing to you today; you shall learn them and observe them diligently... Honor your father and 
your mother, as the Lord your God commanded you, so that your days may be long and that it may 
go well with you in the land the Lord your God is giving you.” 
 
Epistle Reading:   Ephesians 6:1-9  
 
Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. “Honor your father and mother” —this is the 
first commandment with a promise: “so that it may be well with you and you may live long on the 
earth.” And, fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring them up in the discipline and 
instruction of the Lord. Slaves, obey your earthly masters with fear and trembling, in singleness of 
heart, as you obey Christ; not only while being watched, and in order to please them, but as slaves of 
Christ, doing the will of God from the heart. Render service with enthusiasm, as to the Lord and not 
to men and women, knowing that whatever good we do, we will receive the same again from the 
Lord, whether we are slaves or free. And, masters, do the same to them. Stop threatening them, for 
you know that both of you have the same Master in heaven, and with him there is no partiality. 
 
Meditation:   More than Worth a Mention 
 

Largely because of the church calendar, here at UCF, with either Graduate Sunday or the 
church picnic occurring on Father’s Day, there hasn’t been much opportunity to sermonically address 
“fathers” and their role in faith and life.      But this day, this year and this text—“Honor your father 
and your mother…"   offer us an opportunity to do just that and perhaps explore what those early 
directions might actually have meant.     

How were, or will be, the fathers in our lives honored today?  A gift?  A special meal?  A 
homemade card? A golf outing?  Total control of the remote?  A phone call?   An excuse from an 
unpleasant task or doing a job for him?  A remembering?  Still trying to think of the perfect gift?  

While they are important celebrations, special days set aside to honor our parents do not 
always evoke a straightforward emotional response from any of us.  The “finding-the-perfect-gift-
challenge” can be the least of it.  For parents and children separated by death, these days can bring 
bittersweet reflections on gift and loss.  For each of us who has fond memories of our parenting, 
there are others for whom pain, anger or disappointment is the most powerful experience of such 
remembering.  And then, of course, as we heard in this morning’s command to “Honor our parents,” 
there is the overlay of the divine mandate.  Because we are a church, and despite, or perhaps 
because of, some rather curious interpretive work by some politicians and preachers about biblical 
family values, I’d like us to explore God’s commandment this morning.    



 

Before we talk about the commandment itself, let’s remember Moses’ audience.   Moses was 
speaking to the gathered twelve tribes of Israel—the elementary Sunday School.  Moses was 
speaking to adults.  What’s the difference?  Adult children have different status in relation to their 
parents than do minor or dependent children.  They are not in their parents’ power, physically or 
economically, and often, in fact, aging parents may be in the power of their adult children. Adult 
children have choices about whether or not they accede to their parents' wishes; and they have 
options about how they treat them.   

There is another key difference when speaking to adults about their treatment of their 
parents.  Parents were and are increasingly likely to be elderly, physically weaker, and economically 
dependent on their children. People in such position can frequently be thought of as unimportant, 
useless, burdensome, or simply dismissed as “no longer in power.” 

For adult children, then, the situation had reversed itself.  Parents can be vulnerable 
to/dependent on their children.  Moses is delivering this commandment to us—not a six-year old 
throwing a hissy-fit in the grocery or a teenager testing the wings of independence.  Moses has a 
word for us—and the word is “honor.” 

Note that the commandment begins on a positive note.  It is not a “Thou shall not...,” but 
rather a “Thou shall...” naming a desired behavior.   “Honor your father and your mother...”  
“Honor.” It is an old-fashioned word that doesn’t get much use today.  In our high-achievement 
society, receiving “honorable mention” sounds like being named a loser.  Yet only ten words came 
down the mountain with Moses and one of them was “honor.”  Today, let’s give “honor” mention 
and see what it holds for us.  

A lot of people, including the writer of the letter to the Ephesians, translate “honor” into 
“obey.”  I wasn’t sure, so I did a little research.  The Hebrew word translated “honor” is kabbed.  
Kabbed is to “treat weightily and regard someone as being of great worth.”  According to biblical 
scholar Brevard Childs it is almost the direct opposite of “curse” and has nuances meaning “to show 
caring and affection.”  It is frequently used to suggest the proper attitudes humans might have 
toward God.   It is conceivable that proper honoring might involve obedience and even love, but in 
the biblical sense, honoring is not that small.   

The predominate meaning is one of responsibility toward others, especially toward ones over 
whom we have power—power to care for, power to support, power to listen to, power to value—the 
same ones over whom we have the power to withhold all those things—and the very same ones over 
whom we have the power to injure, maim or destroy.  God, the One who has all the power in 
relationship with us, who treats us with extraordinary generosity and does not use that power to 
hurt us, asks—or rather—commands us—to recognize and use our own power “honorably” with 
those in our households.   

Our families may well be bound by love, affection and mutual respect.   Gifts, affirmations, 
and gratitude are well, good and appropriate means to honor those in our households who have 
given us much.  Others among us may find those ties a little threadbare and find it hypocritical to 
offer false thanksgiving or the pretense of compliments.  Unlike many in our culture, nowhere do our 
scriptures sentimentalize the reality, the complexity, the imperfections of life of nuclear family life.   

Let’s remember, in Hebrew this word “honor” denotes behavior and not ways of thinking.  No 
one is more or less faithful than another, based on our feelings to those who have helped or harmed 
us. The commandment asks that our behavior reflect our parents’ essential worth as human beings 
created by God.  It asks that regardless of whether or not they have merited our respect, our trust, 
our love—when we are in a position of power over them (and we all will be one day), we use that 



 

power to as physicians pledge “First, to do no harm.”  And then to echo the positive note of the 
commandment itself, use our power to support, care and respond for health and growth of everyone 
involved.       

Honorable mention then begins on a positive note, and it continues in that same tone.  The 
writer of the letter to the Ephesians gave us a hint: “—this is the first commandment with a 
promise.”   It is in fact, the only one of the ten commandments to come with a promise—some offer 
explanations, some offer consequences, some stand on their own.  This one stands out.  Let’s listen 
to the fifth commandment again.  “Honor your father and your mother, as the Lord your God 
commanded you, so that your days may be long and that it may go well with you in the land the Lord 
your God is giving you.”  Hear it?    

To glimpse the fullness of the promise of honorable mention, it will be helpful for us to 
consider how this commandment fits into the flow of all of ten.  The first four commandments: 1) I 
am your God.  2) Make no idols.  3) Don’t use my name foolishly.  4) Keep the sabbath – concern our 
relationship with God.  The fifth is the first with a promise—it is also the first responding ripple to the 
center point of our lives—our relationship with God.  The law now addresses our relationships with 
other human beings, beginning with our most intimate human connections—those of our nuclear 
families.  The remaining commandments address the widening ripples of our treatment of the whole 
human family—don’t murder, lie, steal, covet – whether we are related or not.  

This is not a perspective unique to Deuteronomy.  The Ephesians passage is more direct in 
suggesting reciprocity in relationships—that honor and respect are two-way streets regardless of 
who has power and who does not.   At the same time, it echoes the model of the commandments.  It 
begins with the nature of the relationship of Christ to the church, moves to the relationship between 
spouses, parents and children, and then spins outward to include servants and masters, citizens and 
government. The spin begins subtly, right in the instruction encouraging us to honor our parents “in 
the Lord.”   

Already the circle has opened to include our family of faith and in fact, any who are older than 
us and in need.  Our relationships at home become the pivot point from God to neighbor, beginning 
with our closest neighbors of all.   While Scripture has never sentimentalized the nuclear family, 
neither has it idolized that family.  Our faith does not allow us narrowness of concern for only 
relatives of blood, adoption and marriage.  It always holds out to us our connection to the whole 
human family.  Honor in these relationships hints at and moves us toward the fullness of this promise 
of God. 

We all know that the promises of God are not kept on the basis of our pumping enough 
tokens into a cosmic slot machine to hit a three-cherry jackpot. We also know that all of our actions 
bear fruit, sweet or otherwise.  Leaning into this promise, we are invited to give honorable mention 
to all human beings—to recognize all people as valuable; to affirm those who have been gifts to us; 
to honor those who have given themselves on our behalf, whether or not we asked; and to recognize 
that even when we have been disappointed by those who have had the most power to hurt us, there 
are still those who do merit our respect and trust and love.   

Such honor is not a lip service honor, but a thing of action.  We are invited to care for those 
who cannot care for themselves, support those who need our encouragement, comfort those who 
are in pain, heal those who are sick, feed those who are hungry, build shelter for those who are 
homeless, and visit those who are lonely.  If there is anything our society needs more right now than 
mutual honor, respect, and a refusal to do harm, I cannot think of it. 

 



 

 With God’s help, we will, by example teach our children that people have value regardless of 
their ability to produce.  With them we will turn toward and not away from the whole human family.  
We will nurture a society that shall care for its weakest members, that holds each one of value and 
treats every person with dignity and respect.  Our scriptures charge us to let such attitudes and 
behaviors begin with us, not to wait for someone else to make the first move.  One day, we who 
would live long among the blessings our Lord gives us, will be weak and vulnerable and unable to 
meet our own needs.  On that day, may we indeed be recipients of the promise of worth more than a 
mere mention. 
 
Prayers for Others and Ourselves 
   
Merciful God: 

On this day we offer our thanks – for those who have nurtured us, for one who has served us 
well, for blessings of health and health care, the wonder of creation and the capacity to spend time 
enjoying the outdoors, at home, in the garden or at camp.  We relish the fresh fruits of the earth and 
the splash of water from sprinklers and pools –and even the passing thunderstorms that nourish the 
earth.   
 Thankfully aware of all that we have, we and those we know also have need – a need for 
healing; a need for hope; a need to be honored as fellow human beings; and in our nation, we need a 
new way.   
 There is a startling level of violence; a continually rising level of frustration; and the 
decreasing capacity to find common ground; a decreasing ability to cope with frustration; and an 
unwillingness to sacrifice for the sake of someone else.   There need to be new models for access to 
weapons; and new levels of care for the mentally ill; a different response to opioid and other 
substance abuse; and a new infrastructure of hope and opportunity.  Lord, help us – 

Help us to understand someone else's circumstance and respond; 
Help us to be leaders in finding common ground in our neighborhoods, schools and work 

places;   
Help us to sacrifice the righteousness of our opinions for the sake of someone else's life and 

livelihood;  
Help us to replace certainty of our views with your vision of a hopeful vision for all people; 

Lord, we pray for our nation and ourselves… 
   
The Lord’s Prayer 

Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come, 
thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day, our daily bread.  
Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors  
and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil, 
for thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. Amen. 


